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I . INTRODUCTION 

When a hadron of high energy - of the kinetic energy higher 
than the energy threshold for the pion production - collides 
with an atomic nucleus, various phenomena occur, mainly: nucle
on emission, pion production, target fragmentation. The fre
quency of an appearance of these phenomena depends on the sort 
of incident hadron h, on its energy Eh, and on the mass number 
A of the target nucleus. It is known from experiments perfor
med at various incident hadron energy, from about 2 up to about 
a few thousands GeV, that any high energy hadron-nucleus colli
sion is accompanied by an emission of nucleons from the target 
nucleus. The emitted nucleons are "fast" - of kinetic energy 
higher than the kinetic energy of the so-called "evaporated" 
nucleons; as it is known from experiments, these nucleons are 
of kinetic energy from about 20 to about 400 MeV. In emulsion 
experiments the fast protons are identified as the charged par
ticles leaving "gray" tracks, or "g-tracks". 

The nucleon ~mission accompanying a hadron-nucleus collision 
P'-ULe:>:> llldY ue ci!iiiiiCI:erizea simply Dy tOe multlpllClty fiN Ot 

emitted nucleons, used as a measure of the emission intensity, 
the emission intensity distribution, energy spectra, momentum 
distribution, and angular distributions of the emitted nucleons. 

Any experimental information about the nucleon emission is 
obtained usually from the proton emission study only, because 
in almost all experiments performed now neutrons are unobserved. 
But, the similarity of the shapes of the dependences of average 
number <np> of emitted fast protons and of average number <n
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of observed neutral "stars" on the number n
71 

of observed produ
ced pions, in pion-xenon nucleus collisions, indicates that the 
data on the fast proton emission can be generalized to the fast 
nucleon emission process at all. Then the proton multiplicity, 
the proton emission intensity distribution, proton energy and 
momentum spectra, and proton angular distributions characterize 
the nucleon emission. These characteristics are, of course,main 
characteristics and other additional characteristics may be 
used as well. 

We limit ourselves, in this paper, to considerations about 
the nucleon or, correctly, proton emission intensity; energy 
and momentum spectra, and angular distributions were considered 
in my previous works/1,21. 
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Following parameters describing the multiplicity distribu
tion are usually of interest: a) Hean proton multiplicity <nn> 
used as a measure of mean proton emission intensity; b) The 
width of the distribution defined by the square root of the 
second central moment, or the dispersion D=(<n2>-<n > 2)

1
/z; 

c) The asymmetry of the distribution as measureJby th~ skew
ness Yt = (<(n p-<np> ) 3 >)/D 3 ; d) The kurtosis of the dis
tribution y 2 =(<(np-<np>) 4>)/D4 , 

In my previous works, it was shown that fast proton emission 
intensity distribution in high energy hadron-nucleus collisions 
is determined by the target nucleus geometry - its size and 

l d . d. . b . . . d . 13 41 h . b nuc eon ens~ty ~str~ ut~on ~ns~ e ~t • · But, w at ~s o -
served in experiments depends as well on various hadron-nucleon 
collision cross-sections. The purpose of this paper is to show 
that the energy E h- and the mass number A -dependence of mean 
proton intensity < np > observed in experiments can be reprodu
ced simply by mean thickness <A> of target nuclei, measured 
in nucleons per some area S, and the total hadron-nucleon cross
section a , measured in S per nucleon. 

We sta:t our consideration with a short review of properties 
of the fast nucleon emission in hadron-nucleus collisions, 
found experimentally. 

2. SHORT REVIEW OF EXPERIHENTAL DATA 
ON FAST NUCLEON EMISSION IN IUWRON-NUCLEUS COLLISIONS 

Distributions of the multiplicities np, or nt:' of the fast 
protons emitted in proton-emulsion nuclei collis~ons, at the 
incident proton momentum over some GeVs, are energy-indepen
dent, fig. I. It was shown that <ng> distribution at 17-200 GeV 
in pion-nucleus collisions is energy-independent as well 171.but 
the ngdistributions are different for primary protons and 
pions 171. The proton multiplicity n g in pion-nucleus colli
sions at 37.5 GeV/c momentum changes with the mass number A 
of the target nucleus !91, It is reasonable to generalize these 
facts and to state that the nucleon multiplicity nN distri
bution is the same for collisions of definite hadron h with 
definite target nucleus A at energies over a few GeV; the nN 
distribution changes when h or A, or both h and A, change. 

Results of many works /5-7,10·12/ performed using nuclear emul
sions show that the mean multiplicity <ng> of the gray tracks 
does not depend on the energy of the incident proton within 
wide energy interval, from a few GeV up to about 3500 GeV, and 
on the energy of incident pions, within the energy interval 
from a few GeV up to about 200 GeV. But, it is known from pro
ton-tungsten collision investigations at 2-10 GeV/c momentum 
that the mean number <n P > of emitted fast protons increases 
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Fig.l. Distributions ir ~ 
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of the multiplicities ng of 
gray tracks in proton-emulsion 
nuclei collisions at 4.5, 6.2, 
22.5, 200, and 400 GeV kinetic 
energy /f>-8/; N - the total num
ber of events in a distribution. 
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with the increase of the incident proton momentum113~It is 
known 191 as well that the mean number <np> of fast protons 
emitted in hadron-nucleus collisions at a definite energy in
creases with the increase of the target mass number A. It is 
a reason to generalize it and to state that the mean number <nN> 
of fast nucleons emitted in hadron-nucleus collisions increases 
firstly with the increase of the incident hadron energy up to 
a few GeV and becones to be almost constant, bejng almost ener
gy-independent, at higher projectile energy. 

. - . 
"'" cdu ue cuucJ.uueo 1rom exper1menta1 lnvest~gar~-

ons /2,10,14,15/, the fast nucleons are emitted at relatively 
large angles, up to about 180 degrees. From our experimental 
investigations/21, it is reasonable to conclude and generalize 
as well that angular distributions of nucleons emitted in had
ron-nucleus collisions are energy- and b-independent; the ave
rage nucleon emission angle <ON> does not depend on the nuc
leon emission intensity nN, when nN>2. 

From experimental investigations of the fast proton energy 
spectra 11, &, 10, 141, it is reasonable to conclude and generalize 
that nucleon energy spectra do not depend neither on the sort 
of the incident hadron h and the target nucleus A nor on the 
projectile hadron energy Eh. These experimental facts allow 
one to conclude as well that the particle production process 
does not ·influence the nucleon emission process. 

Of course, it should be emphasized that th~ correctness of 
these generalizations must find its further support in future 
experiments. 

In our studies of pion-xenon nucleus collisions at 2.34 
and 3.5 GeV/c momentum we were able to identify events in which 
the incident pion is completely stopped and deposited its ener
gy in the target nucleus, without particle production /14, 15-22/. 
It was discovered 117/ that in such events at 3.5 GeV/c momentum 
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The width, the skewness and the kurtosis can be derived with
out difficulty from the A distributions1301for various target 
nuclei as well. But, we omit here this derivation, because we 
will discuss later only experimental data on the mean nucleon 
emission intensity. 

Formula (2) is valid for hadron energies Eh higher than the 
hadron energy loss when it traverses the target nucleus along 
the nucleus diameter. When the hadron energy is smaller, the 
energy loss should be taken into account. At smaller energy 
a hadron can penetrate thinner layers of nuclear matter and 
the target mean thickness <A> protons/S should be replaced 
by some effective target thickness <Aer> protons/S which is 
energy-dependent and determined by formula: 

<A ef (E h)> A 
Dp = np(D) 

n ~A W(A, np) ·A a + 
P a 

n =A -1 P a 
l W(A,np)np, 

np= 1 
(3) 

Eh 
where Aa protons/S =~ GeV/GeV/(protons/S), and ch is the mea-

ch 
surable quantity - energy loss of the incident hadron on the 
path length as large as one proton per S; W(A,~)is a given func
tion130/_ distribution of the nuclear matter layer thicknesses 
A protons/S in atomic nuclei with the mass number A. The value 
of ch was determined experimentally: err= 0.18 for pions and 
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4. DESCRIPTION OF THE MEAN MULTIPLICITY 
OF EMITTED FAST PROTONS 

Usinf formula (2) with <AA> determined in our previous 
work 130 and with <AerCEh)> A determined by formula (3), the 
ene1·gy- and A-dependences of the mean multiplicities np were 
calculated. Results of calculations we confronted to corres
ponding experimental data, figs.3-5. 

5. DISCUSSION AND RESULTS 

From figs.3-5, it can be concluded that simple formula (2) 
reproduces available experimental data within wide energy re
gion - from a few GeV up to 3500 GeV, and within wide range 
of the target mass numbers A - from 12 up to 206. It allows 
one to conclude that: 

I. The mean intensity <nN> of the nucleon emission is deter
mined by the mean target nucleus thickness <A> nucleons/S and 
by the total cross-section at for hadron-nucleon collisions. 
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Fig.3. Dependence of the mean proton multiplicity <n >, 
of fast protons emitted in proton-emulsion o and piJn
emulsion • nuclei collisions, on the incident hadron 
momentum. Results of calculations performed using for
mula (2) are for proton-emulsion and for pion
emulsion -- - -nuclei collisions. Experimental data 
are from various works 15·111. 

(r1~~· ''''' ''' p '1 Fig.4. Dependence of the mean 
proton multiplicity <np >, in 
proton-tungsten nucleus colli
sions at 2-10 GeV/c, on inc1dent 
proton momentum p , Experimental 
data /13/ e, calculafions by means 
of formulas (2) and (3) -o- . / 
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Pig. 5. A -dependence of the mean L 
r.1ultiplicity <np·> of fast protons' 
eflitted in pion-nucleus collisions 
at 36.5 GeV/c momentum. • - expe
rimental data/91, -o- - calcula
tions using formula (2). 
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2. Observed energy-independence of the mean proton multi
plicity <np> at energies higher than a few GeV appears due to 
very weak energy-dependence of the total cross-section for had-
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ron-nucle6n colli"sions; the energy-dependence of <np > at smal
ler energies reflects the energy loss of incident hadron in nuc
lear matter, and energy-dependence of ut at this energy region. 

3. Observed A-dependence of the mean intensity of proton 
emission <np > is determined by the target nucleus size and 
nucleon density distribution in it. 
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Crpyran~cKMA 3. E1-83-851 
3aBMCMMOCT~ OT 3HeprMM M OT MaCCOBOrO ~MCna A 
MHTeHCMBHOCTM MCnYCK8HM~ HYKnOH08 B CTOnKHOBeHM~X aApoH-RAPO 

AHanM3MpyeTC~ MHTeHCMBHOCTb HCnycKaHH~ HYKnOH08 8 CTonKHOBeHHRX aAPO
H08 awcoKHX 3HePrMA c RAp8MH. 3HeprerH~ecKYQ " A-aaaMCHMOCTH cpeAHeA 
HHTeHCMBHOCTH HCnycKaHM~ npoTOHOB, M3MePReMOM C~HeM KpaTHOCTbQ HCOYCKa
HM~ nporoHoa, Ha6nQAaeMWe Ha onwre, MO*HO npocro aocnpoHaaecrH a repMHHax 
CPeAHHX TO~H RAep-MHaeHeA, awpa•eHHWX B ~HCnaX npOTOH08 Ha $M2, H non
HOrO 3tteKTMBHOrO Ce~eHH~ CTOnKHOBeHHH aApoH-HYKnOH, BWBeAeHW COOTBeTCTByQ
~He ~PMYnY, KOTopwe npoaepeHW Ha OOWTe B npeAenax 3HeprHH aApoHOB OT 2 
AO 3500 raB M 8 n~enax 3Ha~eHMM MaCCOBOrO ~Hcna RAeP-MHweHeM OT 12 AO 
206. 

Pa6ora awnonHeHa B Jla6opaTOPHH BWCOKHX 3HeprHH Qlf.RH • 

COOS.eHHe 06~eAMHeHHOrO MHCTMTYTB AAePHWX MCCneA088HHM, AY6Ha 1983 

Strugalski Z. E1-83-851 
Energy- and A-Dependences of the Nucleon Emission Intensity 
in Hadron-Nucleus Collisions 

The intensity of nucleon emission in high energy hadron-nucleus colli
sions is considered. Energy- and A-dependences of the mean proton inten
sity, measured by the mean proton multiplicity, observed in experiments, 
can be reproduced simply by the mean thicknesses of target nuclei, ex
pressed in protons per some fm 1 , and by the total cross section for had
ron-nucleon collisions. Formulas are derived and tested experimentally 
within incident hadron energy region ft•om 2 up to 3500 GeV, and within 
target nucleus mass numbers 12-206. 

The investigation has been perfonmed at the Laboratory of High 
Energies, JINR. 
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